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Abstract
The aim of this project was to improve the aerodynamic performance of a time trial bicycle. TrJs is
an important parameter as it makes up 3/4 of the total resistfulce of the bicycle/rider combi..'1ation.
Because 2/3 of this aerodynamic resistance is caused by the rider, the correct body position for the
rider was established first. Then, the aerodynamic features of currently available time trail bicycles
were analyzed.
Two innovations, the integral front wheel/down tube section and the central plate design, were
analyzed. Both innovations are thought to reduce the aerodynamic resistance caused by the
turbulence resulting from the blunt shape of the tire at the rear of the front wheel. In addition, the
central plate design enables us to fair in the rear wheel without including a seat tube in the design.
After preliminary analysis of two shapes, the boomerang shaped frame was chosen for further
analysis. The design was detailed and a finite element model of the shape was constructed. A
suitable carbon fibre/epoxy lay-up was found by submitting the model to several simulated tests and
examining the results.
A prototype of the design was built using the wet lay-up over foam core method, after which the
design was submitted to a road test. More tests will have to be performed to determine the actual
aerodynamic performance of the design.
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1. Introduction
In his quest for better performance, the cyclist is confronted with many parameters that influence
this performance. During time trials, usually held on fairly level courses with minimal braking and
acceleration, the parameters determining the aerodynamic resistance of both cyclist and bicycle are
dominant. At the present speeds of bicycle racing (-50 km/h), this aerodynamic resistance is about
85% of the total occurring resistance [Kyle 1989].
Within the rules of the Union Cycliste Intemationale, the possibilities for improvements by
changing the cyclist's body position are limited. By exploring these limits, the cyclist must try to
find his position of minimal aerodynamic resistance. The aim of the bicycle designer is to design a
bicycle with a minimal aerodynamic drag on which the cyclist is able to maintain this position. The
design, construction and testing of such a bicycle is the subject of the project discussed in this
report.
During this project an attempt was made to optimize the total rider-bicycle system. This means an
optimal solution for transporting the rider was sought, rather than just a new frame design.
Eventually many conventional components were removed from the design, or redesigned to fit
logically within this total solution. Not all components have been redesigned, which means the
design presented in this report can still be largely improved.
The project was the first on the aerodynamic aspects of bicycle design conducted within the McGill
Composites Laboratory. Therefore this report will not only discuss the design, construction and
testing of a prototype bicycle, but also review other designs currently on the market and a few ways
of testing the aerodynamic performance of designs. This information might be helpful for a next
project. Roughly, the structure of the report is:
•

Determination of the correct aerodynamic body position, the basis for any design,

•

Evaluation of currently popular time trial bicycle lay-outs and their aerodynamic characteristics,

•

Explanation of two inventions, to be included in the new designs,

•

Analysis of the frame lay-out, leading to the final aerodynamic design,

•

Finite element analysis of the [mal aerodynamic design,

•

Construction of the prototype,

•

Discussion of a few aerodynamic test methods suitable for bicycles.
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2. Correct

aerodynami~

body position

Because the aerodynamic resistance of the rider is bet~een 65 and 80% of the total aerodynamic
resistance [Kyle 1989], [Kyle 1991.2], a correct body position is essential. L'1 the search for this
position, it is almost unneCeSSfuy to divide our attention between aerodynamics and ergonomics.
Tests have shown that a cyclist's power output is fairly independent of the position in which he
delivers this power, if he is given the time to adapt to the new position [Johnson 1990],

If

[Kyle 1994], [Franke 1994]. All bicycles discussed in this report will be designed for the same
body position, which has proven to be aerodynamic [Kyle 1989], [Vroomen 1994]. The
determination of new and better positions could be part of future research.
The used body position is:
1) Flat, horizontal back to create a smooth flow over the back and to keep it attached to the body as
long as possible.
2) Saddle 50 mm behind the vertical line through the centre of the bottom bracket (UCIregulations). In order to position the body as far forward as possible, while keeping it properly
supported, a special saddle,
approximately shaped like a
conventional saddle with the fIrst
50 mm cut off, will be used.
3) If necessary for the comfort of the
rider, the saddle may be tilted
forward.
4) Head 1/2 down.
5) Arms forward on aerobars.
6) Horizontal forearms.
7) Elbows inwards, in order to keep
the arms within the width of the
body and thereby minimizing the
frontal area.
8) Elbows as far back as possible
without interfering with the leg .
motion.
Figure 1: Example of the
aforementioned aerodynamic
position.
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3. Currently popular time trial bicycle lay-outs.
In order to maximize the results of this project with the limited amount of time and money available,

the key to a good design is the correct analysis of the time trial bicycles that have already been
designed. The characteristic design features, responsible for the performance of these bicycles, will
be determined and analyzed. The four analyzed bicycle lay-outs are:
•

Lotus Sport 110 Z-shaped bicycle

•

1994 diamond frame bicycle of the USCF Project '96

•

Hotta Bikes X-shaped bicycle

•

GESTE Engineering BEST Bike boomerang bicycle

3.1 Lotus Sport 110

Figure 2: Clockwise, from top left: complete bicycle, bulky seat clamp, bottom bracket bulb, head
set bulb, rear wheel fairing, thin front fork, seat post and clamp.
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Still named after the illustrious Lotus Olympic Bicycle, the Lotus Sport 110 has in fact little in
common with the original design of Mike Burrows. The most dominating features of the original
bicycle, the monofork and the single chainstay, have both been abandoned. The top tube is not
sloped anymore, the seat tube is reshaped to become an efficient rear wheel fairing. The one piece
front forklhandlebars unit is replaced by a conventional set-up of fork, stem and handlebars
[Lai 1995.1].

Aerodynamic features of the Lotus Sport 110:
•

8 mm thin front fork with aerodynamic cross section.

•

No down tube.

•

Horizontal top tube to minimize the frontal area of the tube.

..

6 mm thin seat post, fluently evolving from the seat tube.

•

Seat tube carefully surrounding the front part of the rear wheel.

•

Bulbs in front of the head set and the bracket to improve the aerodynamic shape.

•

Almost horizontal chainstays to minimize their frontal area.

•

No seatstays.

•

Cable routing through the frame.

Less aerodynamic features of the Lotus Sport 110:
•

Components are not aerodynamic, especially the handlebars.

•

No cable routing through the handlebars.

•

Seat clamp is too large and not shaped properly.

•

The diverging shape of the cha4J.stays results in a considerable frontal area and a non-optimal
shape.

3.2 Project '96 track bicycle
This bicycle is part of the Project '96 program, aimed at generating the best possible cyclists with
the best possible equipment for the United States Cycling Federation at the Olympic Games of
1996. This bicycle uses a conventional diamond frame shape, but it has a lot of interesting features
that probably make it one of the fastest bicycles around. It is made up of two types of aerodynamic
aluminum tubing, 6 and 20 mm wide. The tubing has a circularly shaped internal reinforcement to
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compensate for the decrease in stiffness caused by the small width. Because it is a track bicycle,
cable routing problems do not exist and drive train considerations are a lot simpler. This does not
mean it is easy to design an outstanding track bicycle. Fewer problems also mean fewer possible
improvements, which makes it more difficult to achieve real progress.

Figure 3: Clockwise, from top left: complete bicycle, narrow bicycle profile, extended down tube,
handlebars, head set, re~r drop-out.

Aerodynamic features of the 1994 Project '96 bicycle:
•

Aerodynamic handlebars.

•

Ultra-thin frame, with 20 mm wide main tubes and 6 mm wide chainstays and seatstays.

•

6 mm thin front fork.

•

24 inch front wheel (custom made).

•

50 mm wide front hub (normally 100 mm), narrowed down rear hub (normally 125 mm).

•

No head set components exposed to the airflow. Narrow head set (custom made). Plastic (more
precise information not available) washers serve as bearings).

•

Seat post is a fluent extension of the seat tube.

•

Aerodynamic seat tube acts as a fairing for the rear wheel.

•

41 m.m wide bottom bracket (normally 68 mm).
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•

Extended down tube past the bottom bracket as an (illegal) fairing.

Less aerodynamic features of· the 1994 Project '96 bicycle:
•

A part of the airflow has to pass both bottom tube .and seat tube, which means additional drag.
However, this lay-out can improve the flow around the wheels if the tubes act as fait.-ings.
Hence the drag of such a bicycle may be very low, despite the high number of tubes.

•

The joint of the fork shafts and the "crown" does not have an optimized shape. The airfoil shape
of the fork shaft is superimposed on the shape of the crown, instead of this being one fluent
shape.

•

The seat tube and the rear wheel form one aerodynamic cross section. However, in every
horizontal plane (which is the plane of the air flow) this cross section is different. This is due to
the circular shape of the wheel. which cuts out a different part of the seat tube's cross section in
every plane. This means the cross section of the seat tube and rear wheel combined is nonoptimal in most planes.

3.3 Hofta Bikes time trial bicycle

Figure 4: Clockwise, from left: complete bicycle, handlebars set-up, bottom bracket fin, central
joint.

The Hotta is an X-shaped time trial bicycle, which is an interesting shape from a structural point of
view. It is capable of providing the necessary torsional stiffness between headset and rear drop-outs
at a very low weight, which makes it an interesting option for time trials that require considerable
acceleration & braking or climbing. With a frame mass of 1.29 kg, it ranks among the lightest
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frames on the market. It is designed to accommodate standard bicycle components, which keeps the
costs down but does not improve the aerodynamic performance.

Aerodynamic features of the Hotta frame:
•

Lower part of seat tube serves as a fairing for the rear wheeL

•

No chainstays.

•

Sleek rearstays.

•

Cable routing through the frame.

Less aerodynamic features of the Hotta frame:
•

Rearstays point downwards and diverge, thus creating a considerable frontal area. Chainstays
are usually more horizontal and therefore create less drag.

e

Shimano Dual Control combined brake/shift levers are relatively massive and improperly
shaped. They also force the cables out in the airflow, instead of along the handlebars.

•

Top tube is not completely horizontal and does not have an aerodynamic cross section.

•

The central joint has a mechanically sound shape with rounded edges, but from an
aerodynamical point of view the rear part is not shaped properly. It has a blunt shape instead of
a trailing edge.

3.4 GESTE Engineering BEST Bike
The boomerang shaped bicycle is quickly gaining popularity, although this is probably more due to
the aesthetics than the aerodynamics of this shape. In fact, only few boomerang bicycles are
designed properly with respect to aerodynamics. The tubing generally has improper cross sections
and joints and other parts are shaped too bulky.
The BEST Bike is a prototype frame, and since it was built to fit one rider, some special features
were introduced. The choice for a single sided chainstay configuration is not made for
aerodynamical, but for production reasons. Unfortunately, it requires compromises in the
positioning of the rear wheel and drivetrain. The original monocoque bicycle by Mike Burrows had
the single chainstay in-between the wheel and the drivetrain and had its rear wheel some 5 cm off
centre. The BEST Bike has the rear wheel in the centre, but the chainstay consequently had to be put
on the left side of the wheel, whereas the drivetrain was on the right side [Vroomen 1994].
Burrows' lay-out creates a stiffer rear part of the bicycle, but having one wheel off centre increases
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the frontal area Also, it is a difficult construction if a cluster gear is being used, although a road
version has been built by Burrows.

Figure 5: Clockwise, from left: complete frame, chainstay with inserts, rear wheel inserts with axle,
rear axle housing (chainstay insert).

Aerodynamic features of the BEST Bike:
•

890 rnm wheelbase, to maximize the benefits of the wake, created by the front wheel for the
bottom tubelbracket section and the rear wheel.

•

Minimal design aerobars, without any adjustment clamps.

•

24 inch front wheel.

•

Down tube and top tube with NACA 0020 airfoil shape.

•

No seat post, no seat post clamp.

•

No seat tube.

•

No seatstays

•

Large bracket section acts as a fairing for the rear wheel.

Less aerodynamic features of BEST Bike:
•

Down tube is too wide (40 rnm). Although it is probably useless to design the main tubes
narrower than the wheels, they should not be much wider either.

•

The vertical dimension of the chainstay is quite large, although it is remarkably lower than on
Burrows' bicycle or on the Pinarello Espada, which even has two chainstays. This results in a
large edge over which the flow has to fall back to the rear wheel. This is probably not beneficial
for the aerodynamics of the bicycle.
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4. Two innovations
It is believed that two innovations in frame design, never implemented before in any bicycle on the

market, could effectively reduce the aerodynamic drag of the time trial bicycle. These two
innovations will be called the integral front wheel/down tube section and the central plate design and
will be discussed below.

4.1 The integral front whe.elldown tube section
Recent developments in front wheel design have resulted in the use of wheels with aerodynamic rim
cross sections. This means that the combination of rim and tire, while at the front side of the wheel,
has an airfoil shape which reduces drag. However, half a wheel rotation later this cross section is at
the back of the front wheel in a reversed orientation. An airfoil in this orientation is far from
aerodynamic.

Figure 6: Flow around the rim and tire in both directions. The flow from left to right (the way it
occurs at the back of the wheel) will separate from the tire.

This problem can not really be solved by changing of the shape of the wheel as the shape of the tire
can not be altered without damaging its performance.
A possible solution is to shape the down tube in such a way that it closely trails the front wheel and,
together with the front wheel rim and tire, forms one aerodynamic shape. This shape we call the
integral front wheel/down tube section. If we examine the integral front wheel/down tube section a
few questions come to mind:
•

How does the gap between the tire and the down tube effect the flow past the integral section?

•

How does the tangent motion of the wheel effect the flow past the integral section?

•

The front wheel is not always in the same plane as the frame of the bicycle due to small
corrections to maintain balance (and of course during comering, but the aerodynamic drag is not
important in that case). How large is this out of plane movement of the wheel, how does it effect
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the efficiency of the integral section and how can the shape of the down tube be optimized in this
respect?
•

Should the down tube be shaped like a complete airfoil or just like the rear part of it, or
something in-between? This is illustrated in the figure below:

~..

rim/tire

down tube

Figure 7: Down tube shaped like a complete airfoil (top) or like the rear part of an airfoil
(bottom).

These questions will have to be answered through windtunnel testing or by computational fluid
dynamics analysis. This lies outside the scope of the present project, but provides an interesting
subject for future research.

4.2 The central plate design
The central plate design consists of a plate with the same width as the wheels, between the wheels.
Its goal is to guide the airflow, separated by the front wheel, to the rear wheel. This way, the
airflow does not need to be separated twice.
A disadvantage of a plate between the wheels is that the side area of the frame increases, causing an
increase in aerodynamic surface friction and a vulnerability to cross winds. This effect can be
minimized by decreasing the wheelbase of the bicycle and by limiting the vertical dimension of the
plate.
Unfortunately the vertical dimension is linearly related to the amount of airflow guided. When
considering the effectiveness of the plate in terms of amount of guided flow versus side area of the
plate (or vertical dimension versus

~ide

area), it is clear that the plate is most effective on the line

between the front and rear wheel axle. Thus the highest efficiency for a certain side area is obtained
with a plate symmetrical with respect to this line.
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5. The design process
After the evaluation of the competition and designing the innovations, the process of putting all
ideas together into one coherent design can begin. First a few basic lay-outs of the frame will be
determined, two of which will be chosen for prelimin~ analysis. Afterwards the most appropriate
lay-out will be analyzed further, and a more detailed design of a bicycle incorporating this lay-out
will be discussed.

5.1 C:l0osing the basic lay-out
The lay-out of the front part of the bicycle (handlebars, aerobars and front fork) is relatively
straightforward. In order to reduce the aerodynamic resistance, all parts are integrated into one unit,
comprising of a single beam aerobar, flat and airfoil-shaped handlebars and narrow and airfoilshaped fork shafts.
The lay-out of the frame of the bicycle is less trivial because, as the analysis of Chapter 3 shows, it
offers the designer numerous possibilities. The first design decision to be made is which of the three
main tubes of the frame (down tube., seat tube and top tube) are to be include in the design. The
second decision involves the rear triangles (chainstays and rearstays). The trade-offs between the
different decisions will be discussed below.

5.1.1 Main tubes
•

Down tube. In order to accommodate the integral front wheel/down tube section, a down tube
will be included in the design.

•

Seat tube. The rear wheel on most bicycles causes considerably less drag than the front wheel
(roughly 27% less than the front wheel [Kyle 1991.1]). This is mainly due to the fact that it is
drafting behind the seat tube. However, the seat tube itself also creates drag. The part of the seat
tube above the level of the head tube has roughly the same drag as the top tube of the boomerang
frame. Thus it does not contribute to any difference between the two designs. The drag of the
400 mm of seat tube that is trailing the down tube and head tube, and could therefore have been
avoided by opting for a boomer.ang shape, is estimated to be 0.11 N. This is a rough estimate
assuming the seat tube is in free flow, which is not entirely correct due to the down tube and the
movement of the legs.
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~rag = 0.5· P . Cw • A . y2

with:

F drag

= aerodynamic drag force of the seat tube (in N)

p

= density of air (1.2 kg/m3)

Cw

=coefficient of drag (0.10 (estimate))

A

= frontal area of seat tube (0.4·0.02 m 2)

y

= velocity of the bicycle (15 mls)

gIves: ~rag

= 0.5 ·1.2·0.12·0.008·225 = O.UN

This increase in drag due to the seat tube is less than the decrease of drag due to the rear wheel
trailing behind it. The drag of an aerodynamic wheel is typically 1.0 N, which gives a reduction
of 0.27 N if it is trailing a seat tube.
Another effect that influences the efficiency of a seat tube is the interaction between the air flow
around the seat tube and that around the legs of the rider. It is speculated that this increases the
drag. In this case, a boomerang shape would be advantageous. Only tests or simulations can
give more precise knowledge of the trade-ofts of the inclusion of a seat tube in a design.
•

Top tube. It is not very useful to remove the top tube from the design, as it offers benefits in all
possible frame

lay~outs. In

the case of a design with a seat tube but no down tube, the top tube

is needed to attach the head set to the seat tube. If the design has a down tube but no seat tube, it
is needed to attach the saddle to the frame. Finally, in the case of a design with both a down tube
and a seat tube, a horizontal top tube can be incorporated in the design to increase stiffness,
without significantly increasing the aerodynamic resistance.

5. 1. 2 Rear triangles
•

Seatstays. The seatstays normally describe a diagonal line from a point of the main frame,
somewhere below the saddle, to the rear wheel. Due to the vertical drop this diagonal makes, the
seatstays potentially have a large frontal area and can cause considerable aerodynamic resistance.
Therefore, the rearstays must either have a small width or be removed from the design
altogether.

•

Chainstays. The inclusion of chainstays is necessary regardless of the inclusion of seatstays. If
seatstays are present in the design, the chainstays can be rather thin, as they form very effective
triangles with the seatstays. If seatstays are not included in the design, the chainstays need to be
more voluminous, which increases their frontal area and thus their aerodynamic resistance.
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5.2 Preliminary analysis of two designs
In the previous paragraphs, the different trade-offs determining the frame lay-out have been

discussed. As the design will include a down tube and a top tube, four possible lay-outs remain:
1) Frame without seat tube and without seatstays.
2) Frame without seat tube but with seatstays.
3) Frame with seat tube but without seatstays.
4) Frame with seat tube and with seatstays.
It was decided to conduct further analysis on the lay-outs 1 and 4. The frames were modeled using

I-Deas Solid Modeling software and afterwards converted to finite element models. Suitable
composite lay-ups were determined. These lay-ups passed two different simulation tests that will be
extensively discussed in chapter 6. Passing these tests indicates that both shapes can be built with
satisfying structural properties and that the decisive factor is their aerodynamic performance.
The table below reveals what combination of aerodynamic features was implemented in the two
designs, compared with the bicycles discussed in chapter 3. The next pages show the lay-out of the
two preliminary designs, as they were modeled using I-Deas Solid Modeling software.

+: implemented,

-: not implemented,

+/-: partially implemented,

Table 1: Aerodynamic features of the different bicycles
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5.3 Final design
As was mentioned before, the driver for the choice between the two preliminary designs is their
aerodynamic performance. Unfortunately, this performance can only be determined through tests,
for which the designs need to be built. Because no immediate possibility for testing models in the
windtunnel existed, it was decided to construct a ready-to-ride prototype that could be tested using a
powermeter. More on the possible testing methods can be found in Chapter 8.
The prototype was chosen to be of the boomerang type, as this shape offers the biggest possibilities
regarding the use of attachable fairings to influence the performance in general and to test the
effectiveness and the ideal size and shape of the central plate in specific. In addition, the boomerang
shape is also easier to produce'with the techniques that were available.

5. 3. 1 Design changes from preliminary to final design
Compared to the preliminary boomerang design, a few design changes were made. As opposed to
the boomerang design in the preliminary analysis, the final design uses chainstays and rearstays.
The finite element analysis mentioned in the previous chapter showed that, with the same frontal
area, the design including rearstays ,was much stiffer, in bending in the vertical plane as well asin
bottom bracket torsion. Also, it is easier to incorporate a conventional set of steel chainstays and
rearstays in the composite frame than to extend this frame with awkwardly shaped composite
chainstays.
A second modification involves the front fork shafts, which were perfectly vertical in the
preliminary analysis. In the final design, the fork shafts come together in one joint just above the
front wheel. This improves the producability and stiffness, and reduces the number of
aerodynamically dirty joints to one.
The third major modification of the design is the widening of the head set region from 18 mm to
40 mm. This increases the head set stiffness by about 30% and eliminates the need to use special
bearings to fit in the narrow head set, while still offering sufficient load bearing capacity. The
aerodynamic drawback of this action is expected to be minimal as the widening occurs at a spot
where air flow is already disturbed by the arms of the rider.
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5. 3.2 Main features
With the frame lay-out finalized, the attention is now focused on the detailing of the frame shape and
integrating the frame and components into one system. Whenever this was possible, clever
solutions from other designs were copied directly or modified to fit the overall design. Some
features are recognized as clever, however are not included in the design. This resulted from either
lack of time or availability of the component, or the required production process, or a combination
of these reasons.
The following features will be implemented in our final design:
•

Minimal wheelbase. A minimal wheelbase decreases the space between the wheels and thereby
increases the effeCtiveness of the central plate, as was discussed in paragraph 4.2. The VCIrules state a minimal horizontal distance of 540 mm between front wheel axis and bottom
bracket axis and of 350 mm between bottom bracket axis and rear wheel axis. This means the
minimal wheelbase is 890 mm for a Del-approved bicycle. Anticipating on small dimension
deviations caused by the production process, a safety margin of 5 mm for each of the by the
VCI required dimensions is used. The exact VCI-rules can be found in Appendix A.

•

Steeper head angle. Moving the front wheel rearwards increases the distance between the hands
of the rider and the head set axis, which might cause instabilities. To counteract this increase the
head angle was changed from 73° to 80°, moving the head set forward. This change in head
angle needs to be compensated for by a change in the fork offset. The following formula has
proven to describe the relation between head angle and fork offset for a bicycle with proper
handling characteristics in an appropriate way [Jones 1970]:

y = 0.00917· d· [sin(H)(900 - H) + 4u]

with:

y

= fork offset (in mm)

d

=diameter of the front wheel (680 mm)
=head angle of the front fork (80°)
=stability factor (-1.50)

H
u

gives: y = 0.00917·680· [sin(800).10 + 4· -1.50] = 24.0mm
•

Two 700C wheels. For the rear wheel, a size 700C is chosen because it offers the lowest
combined aerodynamic and rolling resistance. It also allows for standard transmission
components, whereas smaller wheels demand smaller cogs or bigger chainrings. A 700C wheel
has a diameter of 670-680 mm, depending of the type of tire used. The front wheel is chosen to
be of the same size, in order to have the head set at the same level as the forearms of the rider.
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This way, the head set area can be widened without a drawback on the aerodynamic
performance of the bicycle, as was explained in the previous paragraph.
•

Bottom bracket height. UCI-regulations state that the bottom bracket height must be between
240 and 300 mm. A high bottom bracket allows the rider to bank more in a comer without
having to stop pedaling. This is not essential in tltis case as most corners of time trial courses are
gentle. A low bottom bracket leaves a smaller part of the frame above the level of the wheels.
Thus the aerodynamic resistance of the frame is lowered by minimizing the bottom bracket
height. Accordingly, a height of 245 mm is chosen, leaving a safety margin of 5 mm.

•

Ultra-thin frame. The main part· of the frame will be between 18 and 28 mm wide. This is equal
to and slightly wider than the width of the wheels..With other production techniques, especially
the use of female molds, it should be possible to make future frames exactly the width of the
wheels. This is thought to optimize the effectiveness of the front wheel/down tube section and
the central plate design.

•

A thin fork. The air flow that encounters the front fork is yet undisturbed. Any turbulence
caused by the front fork is likely to be magnified during its flow past the rest of the rider-bicycle
combination. Therefore an aerodynamic front fork is essential for good performance.

•

Minimal design handlebars and aerobars. Complicated designs and bulky adjustment clamps
unnecessarily increase the aerodynamic drag. These components can easily be (semi-)custom
made, without the possibility of adjustments. The aerobars will consist of a single tube, located
in-between the lower arms of the rider. The handlebars will be only 350 mm wide (normally
420 mm) and have an aerodynamic cross section.

•

Aerodynamic cross sections at evelY exposed part of the bicycle. In order to minimize the
aerodynamic drag of the bicycle, the cross sections of tubes must have the correct shape. Under
the assumption of having a flow for which all streamlines lie in a horizontal plane, a fairly easy
and effective approach is to design tubes with a horizontal cross section shaped like a symmetric
airfoil. For the Reynolds-numbers related to the typical tube dimensions and cycling speeds,
profiles of the NACA OO-series with a

..........-+-t---.-o4 IKftIl'i

length-to-width ratio of between 35 and

I

5 to 1 have proven to be the most
effective [Kyle 1991], [Abbott 1959]. In
our case the length-to-width ration will

.II

be about 7 to 1, in order to create
sufficient stiffness in the vertical plane.

Figure 10: NACA 0021 profile (length-towidth ratio of 1 to 0.21)
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•

No seat post. no seat post clamp. These components cause drag and are not needed in a custom
made design. The top part of a seat post will be laminated into the seat beam, and a regular
saddle can be mounted on top of this part. This construction still enables us to alter the saddle .
position slightly, which is valuable for a prototype. The final product is likely to have a
completely fixed saddle.

•

Other components. These will be standard bicycle parts, but their number will likely decrease on
future prototypes.

5. 3. 3 Dimensions of the final design
Because the elimination of the non-aerodynamic adjustment clamps used in most designs is one of
the design features to be implemented in the prototype, it was extremely important to have exact
dimensions before the start of construction. The only dimension that can be altered (slightly) on the
bicycle after construction is the position and the inclination of the saddle.
The dimensions of the prototype reflect the considerations mentioned in the previous paragraph, as
well as the wishes and ideas of the two test riders.
The main dimensions of the design can be found in the figure below:
Front axle-bottom bracket distance
FB=545mm
Bottom bracket-rear axle distance
BR=355 mm
Bottom bracket height
BH=245mm
Saddle height
SH= 760mm
Bottom bracket-saddle distance
BS=50mm

··~··~"4,"=·

I

Front fork trail
FT=24mm
Head angle

'Y = 80°
Figure 11: Dimensions of the design.
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6. Finite element model
Originally a solid model of the boomerang shape was made using the Solid Modeling module of
SDRC's I-Deas software package [I-Deas 1991]. This model was imported into the Finite Element
Analysis module and meshed. The advantage of the I-Deas software is that it combines excellent
3-D modeling possibilities with an extensive laminate modeling section.
Meshing of the finite element model was done both automatically and manually. The large areas
were done automatically, whereas the joints between the different simple shapes were done
manually. Although this is time consuming, it is the only way to obtain a reasonable mesh in these
areas. The changes made during the finalizing of the design were entered manually in the finite
element model.

6. 1 The elements
The model consists of 1267 thin shell elements and 42 beam elements. Of these thin shell elements,
1258 are of the linear quadrilateral type, whereas 9 triangular elements are used in areas of difficult
shape. The quadrilateral elements offer more accurate results, but are often warped in difficult areas,
which diminishes the accuracy. In this case, triangular elements are preferable. The beam elements
are used to model stiff
axes and fixture set-ups.
In order to facilitate the
evaluation of the ply
r-,',"""

stresses, the material axis

I~

of the elements is chosen
parallel to the

~:::--.~

~"",

unidirectional

-"','

%"x.'"""-'-..:.--.....-....."

...

"""

Figure 12: The direction
of the main material axis
of the elements (smaller

"''''

'-~ "'~~
\\"I\.\'\. \"\
.\\'~
, .... \
....

reinforcements.

I

arrows in each element).

6.2 The materials
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The bicycles previously constructed at the McGill Composites Laboratory, all had a fully bidirectional lay-up. This however is not a realistic option for this prototype, as the small width of the
frame, combined with the modest stiffness values of bi-directional material, will require a rather
large wall thickness. It is therefore decided to use unidirectional material along the principal axes of
the frame to obtain sufficient bending stiffness, combined with a few layers of bi-directional
material to increase the torsional stiffness. Both materials display orthotropic behaviour and are
modeled accordingly. The values of their mechanical properties can be found below:

The bi-directional material was used in five varieties, being 2x2 twill, Non Crimp System (NCS),
braid and two types of 5-harness-satin. The choice for a specific type of material was governed by
the position on the frame it was used at. This will be discussed further in Paragraph 7.2. The only
relevant difference between the materials for the finite element modeling is the ply thickness, which
is shown below:
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6.3 Simulated tests

The finite element model was tested for slrength and surfness usmg two lands of tests. The first
group resembles the maXJmurn load cases for ndeT Induced loads which are obtained

In

three

situations, occumng dunng acceleration, full seat loadtng and full brakmg on the front wheel. The
second group composes of three standard tests, which quantify the suffness of the frame

III

specific

areas. Although these leslS bear no resemblance 10 loads occumng In reahly, they do provide values
which faCIlitate companson between different designS.

Road mduced loads were not analyzed, as Inerature shows lhese loads are orders of magmlude

I

smaller than the statiC loads due to the ndeT's weight (Wong 1983].
The exact load cases and restratnts for the different tests were the followlOg:

•

AcceJeratlQD test. The root of tlus lest lies In the maximum force a ndeT can apply on the pedal.

Previous studies evaluate the pedal forces which occur 10 a steady-state ndmg Situation and wnh
average nders [Hull 1986J, [Gattone 1994J. The pedal loads

In

lhese studIes are typieally Z00-

250 N. However, the loads applied by a lOp spnnter dunng full accelerauon are considerably
hIgher Sludles conducled

In

Italy [Dal Monte 1989J show a maXimum pedal load of 965 N.

ThiS value was reached by one of Italy's top spnnters, and can therefore safely be regarded as a
maximum. The forces occurring on the handlebars arc found by presuming the bicycle is in

equllibnum and chain reaction forces are also taken Into consIderation

• Seat loadlDe lest. In this test, the mass of the rider IS fully applied on the seat. To compensate
for the dynamics of mounting the seat, a 2g vertical force

IS

assumed. With a rider's weight of

667 N (68 kg), the vertIcal force then becomes 1334 N.

Figure: 13: Acceleration (left) and sut loading test (right). Dark blue arrows represent nodal

forc:es, a single light blue alTOw a translational restraint and a double light hi..
arTOW • rotational restraJnL
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•

From

braklD~ tes!.

This tcst slTnu!ates full bralang on the front wheel, with the rear wheel

completely unloaded. The maJumum possible brakmg force is found by presummg the front lire
IS Just

aoout

10 slip.

The brake forces pull the brake and the attached fork forward, while

pushmg the front drop-outs rearward. Meanwhile. the nder pushes the handlebars forward to
counteract the deccleratJon of his Ixxty. In this case, the design dmer is the dIsplacement of the

front fork, which may not exceed 5 moo in order to make sure the front wheel does not touch the
frame (\\<ruch

•

IS, In

Itself, an effective braking method).

VeOJcaI compliance test. For thiS test, a venical force of ICXX) N

head set and rear drop-outs are restramed. Tlus test

IS

IS

applied on the seat post wrule

a measure for the comfortablhty of the

frame, although not a very useful one, as the vcrucal comphances of the lues and wheels are
orders of magnitude larger than the vertical compliance of the frame.

• Out of plane test. A lateral force of 6OC) N IS applied on the head set, With the bottom bracket and
rear dro~outs restramed.

•

Head set torSIQD test, A torque of 96 Nm IS applied to the head tube, while Qnly the rear dropouts are ngldly fixed. A high tOrsional stiffness In thiS area avoids the phenQmena of shimmy.
TYpical values fQr stiff frames are 70 Nmldegree [Tour 1995]. HQwever, most of the time Inal
bicycles tested do not reach thiS value.

6.4 Suitable lay-up
After an Iterative process,

In

which different

lay~ups

were examined, a lay-up was fQund that

provided sufficient stiffness and strength for the bicycle at a reasonable weight. The lay-up is
shown in figure 14. In order not to make the representation of the laminates too complicated, the
Lhickness (10 mm) of all bi-dlrectional as well as the urudlrccllonal matenal (denQted U) is given
mstead of Lhe number of plies, which does not provide useful mfonnation because ply-thicknesses
change from material to matenal. In the fimte element model, the appropnate thiCkness for each kind
of matenal IS used.
Figure 14:
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Th~

final lay-up of lhe frame.

Dark blue:

145",1UO, "/45,,,]

Orange:

L45044lU01Ii45Iu]

Cyan:

Magenta:

[45. "I
[45. «/UO, ,/45",]

YellQw:

(450 44 /U Ol u'450

ught blue:

10",145",]

31]

The handlebars and forkshafts laminates are stiffness driven rather than strength driven. With the
front assembly rigidly attached to the frame, a simulation of a fully applied front brake is applied all
have a [45/UO/45] laminate. The fillets of these parts consist of a bi-directional [45 8] laminate as the
unidirectional material is not expected to conform across the fillets. The aerobar is reinforced with a
[45/0/45] laIllinate, with two extra 45°-layers near the head set insert.

6.5 Test results
With the lay-up mentioned above, the different tests are now simulated. The results of both the rider
induced load cases and the standard tests will be discussed below.

6. 5. 1 Rider induced load cases
With the use of the Finite Element Module of I-Deas, the stresses in every ply of the laminate are
calculated. The stresses are only relevant for the rider induced load cases, of which the maximum
ply stresses are given in tables 4 and 5. They are shown as failure indices, the ratio between the
maximum occurring ply stress and the maximum allowable stress. For the bi-directional material the
relevant stresses are the compression and tension in the two principle material axes.

It is clear from the data above that the shear stresses are dominant. Ply stress plots for the plies in

which the maximum stresses occur can be found in Appendix B.
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6. 5. 2 Standard tests
Two of the three standard tests have been used for several finite element models of the Composites
Laboratory. the test values of these models, as well as, the values for the subject of this report, will
be shown below.

It can be noted that the values for the vertical compliance test of the boomerang frame are some

orders of magnitude bigger than those of the other frames. This indicates a more comfortable ride
for the boomerang frame. The value for the out of plane test is comparable to the values of the other
models. This is encouraging as the other frames were designed for high stiffness, whereas the main
driver for the boomerang frame is aerodynamic performance.
The head set torsion test has not been used before in the Composites Laboratory. Therefore, the
results of this test is compared with other popular time trial bicycles, as found in literature
[Tour 1994], [Tour 1995].

Torsional stiffness of the head set for the model, compared with currently available
bicycles

The results show that the torsional stiffness of the head set is very good for the prototype, especially
compared to other carbon fibre time trial bicycles.
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7. Construction of the prototype
With the final design complete, the next step is the construction of the prototype. Because the
methods used and materials differ from the ones used for the construction of the previous frames,
these aspects will be discussed below.

7.1 Production method used
In contrast with the previous two frames built in the Composites Laboratory, the prototype is
constructed using a wet lay-up. Although it is a more time-consuming technique which offers a
lower fibre-to-resin ratio compared to the use of pre-pregs, it is used for the following reasons:
•

Both frames laminated with pre-pregs have had considerably wrinkled surfaces, with wrinkles
typically one or two layers thick. The total number of layers on the prototype was approximately
five, which means that sanding the wrinkles decreases the strength at that specific point by 2/5,
while· a stress concentration is introduced at exactly the same point. This is not acceptable unless
the safety factor is increased accordingly. With the increased safety factor, the pre-preg method
loses its weight advantage over the wet-lay-up method. The best solution would of course be to
avoid wrinkles, but this has not been possible so far. It is suggested by various sources to use at
least four layers of bleeder material, a solution that has not yet been studied in the Composites
Laboratory.

•

The key material of the prototype lay-up is unidirectional, which as a pre-preg is virtually
undrapable. Unidirectional material suitable for wet lay-up is much more drapable, a desirable
aspect because of the prototype's complicated shape. The difference between the two kinds of
material is the pre-preg's inability to shear, caused by the resistance of the resin with which the
material is already impregnated:

•

The wet lay-up method does not require special facilities, such as ovens and vacuum
installations.

•

Wet lay-up is less expensive.

The disadvantages of using the wet lay-up method are:
•

The fibre-to-matrix ratio is worse than with the use of pre-pregs, due to the fact that it is difficult
to remove all excess resin from the laminate.

•

The method is very time consuming, as the surface needs to be prepared before every new layer.
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7.2 Materials
Six different materials are used for the lay-up, one unidirectional and five bi-directional materials.
The use of a certain material depends on the shape of the area it was applied to, and the key drivers
for the use of each material can roughly be described as:
•

Unidirectional. This material is used where its strength and stiffness in a certain direction was
required, as was discussed in Chapter 6.

•

Braid. This bi-directional material is woven as a sock. It is available in different diameters and
very suitable for carrying shear stresses. Because the diameter of the braid decreases if the
material is stretched, it can be applied on a tapered object. By applying a stretching force on the
braided during curing, the material is pressed onto the object inside it which facilitates proper
adhesion. Because the conformability of the braid is far superior to any of the other materials,
the braid is also used in double curvature zones, such as the trailing edge of the head set area.
For this purpose it was cut open on one side. Patent is not yet pending.

•

2x2 Twill. The 2x2 twill was used for the two first series of layers, which cover the entire
frame. However, this material turned out to be extremely open as the space between two
adjacent fibres was roughly equal to the thickness of the fibres. Filling this space with resin
leads to a very low fibre-resin ration, whereas not filling the space introduces air pockets. As
none of these two options are desirable, it was decided not to use this material during the
remainder of the construction.

•

Non Crimp System. This material is woven very tightly, which gives it excellent mechanical
properties. It also conforms well to single and double curvatures, although it does not sink: into
very small dents such as the spaces between fibres of a previous layer. Proper preparation of the
surface before lamination is therefore crucial.

•

5-Harness satin (6 oz/yd2 ). This light version of the 5-harness satin conforms very well and is
reasonably stable. It is the most universal material used, and usable on every but the most
difficult shapes.

•

5-Harness satin (10 oz/yd2 ). The heavy version oftbis material is more stable but less
conformable. It can be used on relatively simple shapes which need a vast amount of carbon
fibre lamination.
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7.3 Tools
The most important tool used in the production process, is the lamination jig. This jig holds the rear
drop-outs , bottom bracket, head set and front dropouts in place while the frame and front assembly
are laminated. T.his way it can be assured that the wheels are aligned (hTJ.d the head set is in the sa..1J1e
plane as the wheels. As the jig is constructed to accommodate designs with a seat tube, a
modification had to be made to align the seat post. The seat post can be seen clamped against the
seat tube attachment with a plate in-between to ensure the alignment.

Figure 15: The lamination jig, with the rear drop-outs, bracket, head set and seat post aligned.

In order to align the central plate section to the rear drop-outs, a different jig is used. This jig is
composed of two angulars, clamped on either side of a rear disk wheel. The disk-wheel is then
inserted in the rear drop-outs. With the central plate of the frame exactly in between the two
angulars, it is assured to be in line with the rear wheel and thus the rear drop-outs.
A third jig is used to align the front fork with the head· set and the rest of the frame. Originally it was
planned to use the lamination jig for this purpose but a misalignment turned out to be built in in this
jig. The third jig is based on the previously described jig, but also has a front wheel clamped
between the angulars. Thus the aerobar can be aligned with the front wheel and consequently the
frame.
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In order to align the fork shafts with the aerobar they are clamped against the hub of the front \vheel,
\'lith spacers to ensure the front hub width of 100 mm. The center of the front drop-outs is now
aligned with the wheel hub by measuring in from different spots on the wheel rim to the centre of
the drop-out.

Figure 16: The complete jig (left) and the alignment of the fork shafts (right), with the first layer
just laminated•

. 7.4 The preliminary result
The completed bicycle has
been test ridden at the
Montreal Formula 1 track. I'
is found to be very stable
and in general have nice
steering characteristics.
Tests to determine the
aerodynamic performallL't'

ndve yet to be performed

8. A few suitable aerodynamic test methods
Although, as was mentioned earlier, a good analysis helps to design a better bicycle, it is not
enough. Predicting t.he aerodymunic performance of different designs without actually testing them
is extremely difficult. Therefore, tests need to be performed to check the assumptions made in the
design process. Three possible methods for testing the aerodynamic performance of the alternative
bicycle lay-outs are:
•

Wind tunnel tests of complete foam frames.

•

Windtunnel tests of abstract representations of the different frames.

•

Testing complete bicycles using a powermeter.

8.1 Wind tunnel tests of complete foam frames

Due to the fact that no major forces are imposed on objects tested in the wind tunnel, shapes made
out of foam, and covered with a smooth paint, can be tested in a windtunneL This way, material
usually needed for prototypes can be saved. It would be especially advantageous to convert Solid
Modeling files (i.e. from I-Deas) into NC-files, so that many different shapes could be produced
and tested in a short period of time. A disadvantage of this approach is that there is no straight
forward way to test the complete bicycle/rider combination, as the foam frame would not be capable
of carrying the rider's load.
Another disadvantage of this type of testing is that the frames will probably differ from each other in
more than one feature. This means that it is difficult to determine which feature exactly causes the
difference in performance between different frames.
If this test method were to be used, foam models of the different lay-outs would have to be made.

For full scale testing, a two-by-four foot wind tunnel test section is needed. Full scale testing has
the advantage that real components can be added to the frame. The most important components to be
added for these tests would be (rotating) wheels.
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8.2 Wind tunnel tests of abstract representations of frames

This type of testing consists of testing only parts of frames. For example a front wheel can be tested
with different shapes of down tubes behind it. This way the most efficient shape of down tube can
be determined, without any interference of the other parts of the frame.
An advantage of this approach is that, even if full scale tests are conducted, a smaller windtunnel

can be used. For most tests a two-by-three foot test section is sufficient. Another advantage is that
an exact relation between the shape of a certain part and its performance can be obtained.
However, riders tend to use complete frames rather than abstract representations, and the
interference between different parts does exist in the real world and does effect performance.
Therefore the combination of the best shapes, as found by testing abstract representations, need not
be the best overall shape.
In conclusion, this type of testing is useful for the preliminary design of frames, after which the
exact shape would need to be determined in full scale wind tunnel tests of complete (foam) frames.

8.3 Testing complete bicycles using a powermeter
In the end, all that matters concerning the design of bicycles is their performance on the road or the
track. Therefore, the best way to test bicycles is while actually riding them. With the arrival of
accurate powermeters on the bicycle market (such as the SRM Power Control), it is possible to do
reliable aerodynamic tests without a wind tunnel. All that is needed is a track with known and
constant characteristics, a rider, a powermeter and the bicycles to be tested. The rider rides the
different bicycles around the track, delivering a certain power output, and the speed he obtains is a
measure for the resistance. This resistance is a combination of rolling, aerodynamic and drive train
resistance. This however need not be a disadvantage, as it enables us to determine overall effects of
design decisions, such as the effect of a change in wheel size. A smaller wheel has a larger rolling
resistance and a smaller aerodynamic resistance, and with a powermeter we can determine the
overall effect.
A major disadvantage of this type of testing is the need for ready-to ride prototypes. This means that
every shape that needs to be tested has to be built, which is rather time and money consuming. A
complete bicycle can easily cost 100-1000 times more than a foam frame. Hence, it will be clear that
this testing method should be used for evaluating existing bicycles rather than bicycles in the design
phase.
- 32 - .
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Appendix A
UCI-rules

COMMUNIQUE AUX FEDERATIONS
_______N_A_T_I__
O.......
N.....
A_L_E.......
S
_
Suite a la publication du texte de l'article 49 des Reglements Generaux dans Ie bulletin
d'Infonnation no 7 de Mai 1994, et en conformite avec Ia decision du Comite Directeur de
l'UCr des 6 et 7 Mai demier, des travaux ont ete entrepris pour apporter des precisions a cet
article. Plus particulierement sur les details techniques relatifs a la « morphologie }) du coureur.
En consequence de ce qui precede, nous avons Ie plaisir de vous communiquer la nouvelle
redaction de cet article.

REGLEMENTSGENERAUX
Article 49
Les coureurs doivent utiliser des bicyclettes qui repondent aux criteres ci-apres :

I. PRINCIPES

Les bicyclettes doivent etre d'un type qui est ou qui peut etre conunercialise pour leur utilisation par
l'ensemble des pratiquants du sport cycliste. L'usage d'une bicyclette con¥ue specialement pour
l'accomplissement d'une performance particuliere (record ou autre) n'est pas autorise.
Qualite - securire

Le COureur doit veiller it ce que sa bicyclette, y compris les accessoires et dispositifs qui y sont montes,
ne presentent, par leur qualire ou leur conception, aucun danger pour lui-meme ou pour les autres
participants aux epreuves.
Position

Le coureur doit etre en position assise sur sa bicyclette. Cette position requiert les seuls points
d'appuis suivants : la pedale, la selle, Ie guidon.
La prise en main du guidon doit permettre au coureur de conduire et de rnanoeuvrer sa machine
dans les meilleures conditions possibles et en toute securite. La necessite pour Ie coureur de
capter, en continu, des informations en provenance de son environnement, se traduit par une
contrainte visuelle.
Propulsion
La propulsion de la bicyclette est assuree uniquement par les jambes (chaine musculaife inferieure) dans
un mouvement circulaire it l'aide d'un pedalier.
Responsabilite
L'U.C.I. n'est pas responsable des consequences decoulant du choix de la bicyclette utilisee par Ie
coureur, ni de ses defauts ou de sa non-eonformite.
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II. SPECIFICATIONS TECHNIQUES
Les specifications techniques sont applicables aux bicyciettes utilisees sur la route et la piste.
1)

Vne bicyclette ne doit pas occuper un encombrement superieur a 200 cm en longueur (EF) et
50cmenlargeur. Cp«.oto-l)J2C.1.

\t~c.wd.I?F\
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a
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2)

Tout dispositif destine diminuer ia resistance la penetration dans I'air ou accelerer
artificiellement la propulsion, tel que ecran protecteur, fuselage au autre, est prohibe.

3)

Le bec de selle doit se situer au minimum 5 (1) cm l'arriere d'une verticale passant par l'axe
du pedalier, la selle ayant une longueur maximwn de 27,5 cm.

a

(1) voir Ie point III. 1 ei-apres.
4)

La hauteur maximwn du point d'appui des mains doit etre au niveau au en dessous de
l'horizontale passant par Ie plan horizontal d'appui de la selle. Cet appui ne peut etre situe en
arriere de l' axe de la eolonne de direction.
.

'-41

5)

La distance entre l'axe du pedalieret Ie sol (DA) devra etre de 24 cm au minimum et de 30 em
au maximum.
7'<L010'j?i:.i l ~oe..-"

6)

La distance entre les verticales passant par l'axe du pOOalier et l'axe de la roue avant (AB)
devra etre de 54 cm au minimwn et de 75 em au maximum (1) . "yTU\.:>\j~ I S"&t.W\
(1) voir Ie point ill. I ci-apres.

7)

"-<AQ •
La distance entre Ies verticales passant par l'axe du pedalier et I'axe de la roue~ (AC)
devraetre de 35 cm au minimum et de 55 cm au maximum. 'Y~o~ftI I 410 c._.

8)

La distance passant entre les extremites int6rieures de Ia fourche nedepassera pas 10,5 cm;
celIe entre Ies extremites interieures deshaubans ne depassera pas 13,5 em.

9)

Les roues de la bieyclette peuvent etre de diametres differents, respeetivement de 70 em au
maximum et de 55 cm au minimum, enveloppe comprise.

CH.S"'~)
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Fig. N° 1
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III. PARTICULARITES
1)

Les distances visees par la note (1) au point II, chiffres 3 et 6 ci-dessus peuvent etre roouites
dans la mesure ou cela est necessaire pour des causes morphologiques.

II faut camprend par cause morphologique ce qui touche particulierement a la taille au a la
longueur des membres du coureur.
Le coureur qui pour ces motifs estime devoir utiIiser une bicydettes dont les distances en
question sont inferieures a celIe indiquees doit en informer Ie jury des commissaires au moment
de Ia presentation de Ia licence. Dans ce cas, Ie jury pourra procooer au test suivant : au moyen
d'un fil aplomb, il verifie que lars de raction de pedaIage, ravant du genou du eoureur ne
depasse pas Ia vertieale passant par I'axe de la pedaIe lorsque celle-ci se trouve dans la
position la plus avancee (voir dessins nO 2 et 3 ei-apres).

Fig. N°2

Fig. N° 3.
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La distance de 5 cm precisee au point 11- chiffre 3 n'est pas applicable a Ia bicyclette du coureur qui
partieipe a une epreuve de vitesse, de keirin, des 500 m et du Ian sans que toutefois, Ie bee de selle ne
depasse pas la verticale passant par I'axe du pedalier.
2)

La roue libre, Ie derailleur et les freins sont prohibes lors des competitions sur piste a
rexception des epreuves au Ie coureur est seul en course (500 m, km contre-Ia-montre,
poursuite individuelle et lors des tentatives individuelles de record).

8

3)

Pour autant qu'ils repondent aux criteres vises par Ie present article, les guidons dits « delta »,
« en fonne de comes» et de « triathlete ou d'une autre fonne non conventionnelle peuvent etre
utilises uniquement dans les epreuves suivantes :
piste:
- poursuite individuelle et par equipe
- Ian contre-Ia-montre
- tentative de record
route:
- epreuve contre la montre
Un repose avant-bras ou repose'"COude est autorise.

4)

tandem:
Un tandem ne doit pas presenter un encombrement superieur a 270 cm en longueur (EF) et
50 cm en largeur.

IV. NOUVEAUTES TECHNIQUES
Les nouveautes techniques ne peuventetre utilisees sur les bicydettes qu'apres approbation du Comite
Executif de l'U.C.I. Les demandes doivent etre introduites aupres de l'U.C.I. avant Ie 31 aoiit de chaque
annee, accompagnees de route la documentation necessaire. En cas d'acceptation, l'application ne
pourra intervenir qu'au ler janvier de l'annee suivante.

NOUVELLES PISTES HOMOLOGUEES

I

~......-....--------

Velodrome de Manchester (GBR)" Piste couverte en bois de 250 m.
Homologuee Ie 23 juin 1994.
Velodrome de Minami-Ku a Hiroshima (JPN) - Piste ouverte en ciment de 400 m.
Homologuee Ie Ie 15 juilletl994

Appendix B
Ply Stress Plots
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Figun 83: In-plant shear stress failure Indices In ply. for 1M sui loadlnx test.
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F'igun 84: In-plane shear stress fallun Indices In ply Ifor the seat loading test.
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